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Certification of smallpox
eradication L. B. BRILLIANT1 & L. N. HODAKEVI2

The world's last known case of smallpox resulting from human-to-human trans-
mission in an endemic focus occurred in Somalia in October 1977, and there remains
the task of documenting the global eradication of the disease and establishing the
safety of vaccination. Those countries as yet uncertified have been grouped into
four categories according to the procedures recommended for their certification.
An important criterion for deciding the type ofprocedure is how recently smallpox
was endemic in a particular country. This paper is concerned with those countries
in which the disease has been nonendemic for some years but which have not yet
received certification of eradication. One such country is Burma, which was certified
free of smallpox in 1977, some 8 years after its last reported case but 2 years after
the last case in Bangladesh, with which it shares a longfrontier. Theprocedures used in
Burma and the lessons that were learnt therefrom are described.

The world's last known case of smallpox occurred in Somalia on 26 October 1977.a
This case of variola minor came 2 years after the world's final case of variola major had
been detected on Bhola Island in Bangladesh. The achievement represented by these two
milestones places before the international health community and the World Health
Organization the pleasant but laborious task of documenting the global eradication of
smallpox and establishing the safety of worldwide cessation of vaccination.

This process of " closing the books " on smallpox has become known as " certification
of eradi'ation ", a careful and systematic process of deliberation by specially constituted
International Commissions of experts convened by WHO. International Commissions have
been constituted eight times so far to certify the eradication of smallpox from 46 countries.
Today, however, with the worldwide end of smallpox activities clearly in sight, the remaining
certification procedures have been elevated in importance. The task that remains is more
than the certification that one disease has been eradicated from a single country or group
of countries. The remaining steps are now more clearly linked to a global scientific affirma-
tion that smallpox has been totally eradicated from mankind.

With such an unprecedented end in view, WHO convened a group of distinguished
experts from 15 countries to join smallpox epidemiologists for a Consultation on World-
wide Certification of Smallpox Eradication in Geneva in October 1977. Recognizing the
historical importance of their task, the Consultation declared that the imminent worldwide
eradication of smallpox should be promptly certified by an extraordinary Global Com-
mission whose function should be to certify eradication in individual countries not pre-
viously certified, and also to take responsibility for setting final global certification criteria.
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October 1977 remains the last case of smallpox resulting from human-to-human transmission and therefore the
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eradication by the end of 1979 is foreseen.
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Those countries as yet uncertified were grouped into four categories according to the
procedures recommended for their certification: (a) countries requiring a formal inter-
national certification process; (b) countries requiring visits by a Commission member;
(c) countries where a detailed national report would be satisfactory; and (d) those countries
where formal statements by the country would be sufficient.

An important criterion for deciding the type of procedure required before eradication
can be certified is how recently smallpox was endemic in the country concerned. Inter-
national Commissions have previously been constituted mainly to visit countries in which
smallpox had very recently been endemic. With global eradication imminent, however,
equally rigorous certification procedures were considered advisable for some countries
in which the disease had been nonendemic in recent years. Some countries now requiring
certification have been free of reported smallpox for 5 or more years.

Such was the situation in the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma, where smallpox
had been nonendemic for a decade, when an International Commission visited that country
in November 1977. A formal certification process was required because of Burma's long
border with Bangladesh, the last country in the world with variola major. The experience
gained in the formal certification in Burma may be useful for the global certification
efforts that remain. The purpose of this paper is to offer suggestions for planning and
implementing certification measures in the remaining uncertified countries.

DEFINITION OF AND CRITERIA FOR ERADICATION

The definition of and criteria for smallpox eradication were established in 1972 by
the WHO Expert Committee on Smallpox Eradication,a which stated inter alia:

" Recent experience indicates that, in all countries with a reasonably effective surveillance
programme, residual foci can be detected within 12 months of apparent interruption. Thus,
in countries with active surveillance programmes, at least 2 years should have elapsed after
the last known case ... before it is considered probable that smallpox transmission has been
interrupted. "

On the basis of this recommendation, eight International Commissions have been
constituted by WHO to certify the achievement of smallpox eradication in the Americas
(1973), Indonesia (1974), West Africa (1976), Pakistan and Afghanistan (1976), India/
Nepal/Bhutan (1977), Central Africa (1977), Burma (1977), and Bangladesh (1977).

Previous commissions have usually based certification on two criteria. First, that
there had been no evidence of smallpox transmission in the past 2 years and second, that
there had been an active surveillance system " sufficiently sensitive to have detected small-
pox should it have occurred."b It is this second criterion that may pose problems for
certifying eradication in some countries because surveillance became the cornerstone of
smallpox eradication philosophy only in the last decade.

In many countries that have had no reported smallpox for over 10 years, eradication
was accomplished through systematic vaccination. In some countries, documentation has
focused on vaccination coverage, vaccination scar surveys, and general health service
effectiveness rather than on a particular programme of smallpox surveillance. In other

a WHO Technical Report Series, No. 493, 1972.
b WHO unpublished document SEA/SMALLPOX/78, 1977.
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countries all specific smallpox activities ceased years ago after national authorities became
convinced that smallpox had been eradicated; further attention to smallpox surveillance
during the past 2 years may have been minimal, in keeping with current national health
priorities.

The Global Consultation recognized the wide differences in the history and methodology
of national eradication programmes when it grouped countries according to requirements
for certification. Nineteen countries a were considered to require formal certification by
International Commissions similar to those constituted in the past. Five other countries,b
recently nonendemic, were identified as requiring visits by members of the Global Com-
mission, consultants, or WHO staff to verify and document the eradication of smallpox.
The certification criteria in these five countries may be expected to be similar to the criteria
adopted by the Commission to Burma.

LESSONS FROM BURMA

The Commission that visited Burma found a strong health system, " unique regarding
smallpox eradication ".c The Burmese programme, which had emphasized systematic mass
vaccination supplemented by outbreak investigation, had brought an end to smallpox
8 years before. The last reported case occurred in 1969; 1 year later, in 1970, a joint
WHO/Government of Burma assessment team visited the country and declared it smallpox
free. Since that visit, however, large outbreaks had occurred in neighbouring Bangladesh.
Therefore when in November 1977, 2 years after the last case in Bangladesh, a Commission
was convened to visit Bangladesh, " the time was uniquely appropriate to establish a
comparable International Commission for Burma ".c

Because of the history of smallpox eradication in Burma, the Commission members
agreed that different criteria of eradication were appropriate for Burma and Bangladesh.
For example, a special smallpox search programme, as had been established in India and
Bandaglesh during the 2 years prior to their certification, was not necessarily the sine qua
non for certifying eradication in Burma. Instead, the Commission based its deliberations
on documents,d field visits, and on an independent pockmark survey conducted by Com-
mission members themselves.

The Commission was not surprised to find that most of the country's documents
centred around vaccination coverage, which the Commission verified as extremely high

a Angola, Botswana, Democratic Yemen, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia,
Somalia, South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, Sudan, Swaziland, United Republic of Tanzania, Uganda, Yemen,
and Zambia. Since this paper was written, smallpox eradication has been certified in Malawi, Mozambique,
United Republic of Tanzania, and Zambia.

b China, Iran, Iraq, Syria, and Thailand.
C Eradication of smallpox in Burma. Report of the International Smallpox Assessment Commission, 21-

30 November 1977. WHO unpublished document SEA/SMALLPOX/83, 1977.
d The major documents examined by the Commission included:

(1) Smallpox eradication in Burma, a comprehensive 60-page document prepared by the Government of
Burma to acquaint the Commission with the country profile and administrative structure, the history of the
smallpox programme, and the epidemiology of smallpox in Burma, as well as to provide documentation of
vaccination coverage, surveillance of other communicable diseases, laboratory diagnosis, outbreak investi-
gation, and the national disease reporting systems. (see footnote a on p. 726),

(2) Results of the Government Pockmark Survey carried out just prior to the Commission's visit.
1 924 095 children 5-14 years old were examined by government health staff; none were found to have facial
smallpox scars.

(3) The results of laboratory examinations. Fifty-one specimens, taken between 1968 and 1975 from
suspected cases of rash with fever, were all negative for variola except for three specimens taken from the last
1968 outbreak in Arakan State.
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even a decade after the last major outbreaks of smallpox. Burma had been one of the first
countries to embark on an eradication programme following the 1958 World Health
Assembly decision, becoming virtually free of smallpox before the global strategy turned
to surveillance and containment.

Since the disease was absent from the country, no vertical programme was felt to be
needed, although (along with cholera, plague, dengue haemorrhagic fever, and Japanese
encephalitis) smallpox continued to be classified as a " principal epidemic disease under
national surveillance '.a The effectiveness of this system was shown by the prompt reporting
of the last importations of smallpox that occurred in 1968 and 1969. Both of these importa-
tions were reported within a week of their onset.

Without a vertical programme of active smallpox search to evaluate, the Commission
turned to other indices of surveillance effectiveness. For example, the geographical dis-
tribution pattern of other diseases reported in 1974-76, such as plague, cholera, and
dengue haemorrhagic fever, supported the view that disease surveillance had been country-
wide. During inspection visits to remote areas, the Commission members found " an
awareness of the necessity to report smallpox cases urgently ".b

Further supporting data were found in a large-scale facial pockmark survey. Although
vaccination scar surveys are a regular part of the immunization programme assessment,
shortly before the International Commission's visit the Government added a countrywide
facial pockmark survey. Nearly 2 million children under the age of 14 years were examined
by health staff. No child was found with evidence of pockmarks, providing additional
evidence that smallpox had not occurred in Burma for many years.

The Commission decided to supplement this national pockmark survey with its own
smaller independent survey, conducted not only on children but on adults as well, to
provide a rough estimate of the historical pattern of smallpox in the country. International
Commission members examined approximately 58 000 persons (of whom 5000 were
preschool children) during visits to 10 of Burma's states and divisions.c Whenever pock-
marks were detected, a history of disease onset was elicited.

Pockmarks were identified in a total of 399 persons. The date of onset, as determined
by interview, indicated a high percentage of cases dating from the late 1950s, which
correlated well with Government reports (Fig. 1). More important, the Commission
found no evidence of smallpox having occurred after the last reported case.

Although the Commission's rapid pockmark survey would clearly be inadequate (in
any statistical sense) for confirming the absence of the disease, the correspondence between
smallpox trends as calculated from pockmark prevalence and the official reported smallpox
figures helped the Commission confirm the strength of the Burmese reporting system.

a Smallpox eradication in Burma. Report for the International Assessment Commission. WHO unpublished
document SEA/SMALLPOX/81, 1977.

b Eradication of smallpox in Burma. Report of the International Smallpox Assessment Commission, 21-30
November 1977. WHO unpublished document SEA/SMALLPOX/83, 1977.

c Foreign members of the Commission were not able to visit all areas of Burma. The problem of inaccessible
areas was carefully addressed by the Commission, which was satisfied that such areas were being visited by govern-
ment health staff. As an additional measure, simultaneously with the Commission's pockmark survey in areas
accessible to foreigners, Burmese national Commission members conducted pockmark surveys in the four states
and divisions that the foreign members of the International Commission could not visit. The results of these studies
supported the feeling that there had been no transmission in these four states in more than 12 years. The Com-
mission noted that " by and large such areas were sparsely populated and any lingering focus of smallpox would
have burnt itself out during the course of years ... (or) ... with continuous to and fro movement of the popula-
tion it would have spread to big cities and towns and thus brought to the attention of health authorities."
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Fig. 1. Burma: comparison of the annual incidence of smallpox cases reported by health staff (histogram)
with the results of the pockmark survey conducted by the International Commission. Against each
year is shown the percentage of cases during the period 1951-1970 that occurred in that year.

EFFICACY OF POCKMARK SURVEYS

Foster a has reviewed the history of smallpox facial scar surveys, citing Keja b in Indo-
nesia as the first to use such surveys to assess smallpox eradication programmes. Additional
surveys have been carried out in many states of Bangladesh, Nepal, and India.

Pockmark surveys have two important roles in the certification of eradication. First,
by establishing the absence of detectable pockmarks in children born after the last reported
case of smallpox, surveys provide some evidence against significant recent transmission.
Second, a good correlation between the pattern of smallpox as calculated from the survey
results and the smallpox history as officially reported over the years provides an indication
that the health services were able to find smallpox when it did exist.

a FOSTER, S. 0. ET AL. Smallpox pock mark and vaccination scar survey in Bangladesh. WHO unpublished
document BAN/SPI/10/77(7).

b KEJA, J. WHO unpublished document SEA/SMALLPOX/21, 1968.
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Table 1. Summary of recent pockmark surveys

Percentage Date of last
Country or area Population No. of people Percentage of population case found Year

surveyed sample found with with of survey
pockmarks pockmarks

India

1. Ladakh 104250 1 010 1.0 2.7 1955 1976

2. Mizoram 332 390 1 420 0.4 0.7 1968 1976

3. Andaman and Nicobar Islands 115 113 17 000 14.8 0.1 1971 1976

4. Sikkim 255 497 1 495 0.6 2.8 1973 1975

5. Bastar 1 514000 8736 0.6 3.8 1971 1976

6. Burma 31 420000 1 924 095a 6.2 0 - 1977

7. Areas visited by International Com-
mission 58 000 0.2 0.7 1968 1977

8. Arakan 3000 1.0 1966 1975

9. Bangladesh 80000000 465892 1.0 1.1 1975 1977

10. Areas visited by International Com-
mission 50 000 0.1 1.2 1975 1977

11. Nepal 2350 b - 1.8 1964 1976

Indonesia

12. South Sulawesi 459 - 0.9 1966 1974

a Survey among schoolchildren under 14 years of age.
b Tibetan refugees surveyed at camps.

Table 1 shows the results of several recent pockmark surveys in Asia. Sample sizes
and survey methodology, as well as the prevalence of pockmarks detected, vary con-
siderably, partly because each survey was designed to serve a different objective. Some of
these surveys were done by WHO epidemiologists visiting a small area (Nos 1, 2, 4, 8, 11,
and 12 in Table 1) while others were done by government health staff for the declaration
of eradication (Nos 3, 5, 6, and 9).

The most extensive survey was carried out in Bangladesh in 1976 on 1% of all houses
in the country. This survey was done in order to assess yearly smallpox surveillance efficacy
by correcting observed rates of pockmarking for mortality and pockmark fade to make a
retrospective estimate of smallpox incidence. Because of its rigorous statistical design
and careful implementation it may be considered the reference standard for pockmark
surveys.

Other less rigorous studies may still be useful for certain purposes. Thus a survey such as
the Ladakh study a-which found a high overall prevalence of pockmarks (2.7 %) but no
pockmarks after 1955-was helpful to the India Commission seeking data about that
remote and inaccessible area. Likewise, the active search for pockmarks conducted by
health staff in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands a was also persuasive, even though it
elicited one of the lowest pockmark prevalences (0.1 %), because nearly 15 % of the popula-
tion was examined. It is apparent that, for the purposes of certification of eradication,
several different types of pockmark survey can make relevant contributions.

a Smallpox eradication in India. Central report to the International Assessment Commission on the Smallpox
Eradication Programme in India. WHO unpublished document SEA/SMALLPOX/77, 1977.
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Another pockmark survey was carried out among nearly 6.5 million persons in 15 coun-
tries of West Africa.a This survey detected 4168 people with pockmarks:

Preschool Primary Above primary
Total age school age schoolage

Population surveyed 6497 250 1 631 918 3 696 932 1 168 400
Persons with pockmarks 8 390 0 4 222 4 168
Pockmark prevalence 12.9 0 11.4 35.7
(per 10 000 surveyed)

The age-specific pockmark prevalence rates were markedly lower at primary school
age and below, indicating that smallpox had been decreasing in the decade preceding the
survey. If this had not been the case, one would have expected to have found about 2000
preschool age children with pockmarks.

Similar findings were also reported from a pockmark survey in nine countries of Central
Africa.b As in the case of the Commissions that reviewed data in Burma, parts of India,
and West Africa, the Central African pockmark survey results were also used to support
that Commission's conclusion that smallpox transmission had been interrupted more than
5 years earlier. Although the International Commission does not usually have the time
or resources to do a full national sample, the results of some Commissions' studies are
reasonably close to the results obtained by more carefully designed survey methodologies.

An interesting example of this can be seen by looking at two Bangladesh pockmark
surveys (Nos 9 and 10 in Table 1). The International Commission that assessed the small-
pox eradication programme in Bangladesh carried out its own independent pockmark
survey. Subjects were selected by Commission members as they travelled, which often
meant that faces were simply scanned for evidence of facial scars. Since the Commission
was not interested in a retrospective estimate of reporting efficacy, but only in any smallpox
that might have occurred since 1975, the selection bias was skewed in favour of children
less than 2 years old. Although the numerator (persons with pockmarks) was carefully
recorded, the denominator (the number of people looked at) was only roughly estimated.
Fig. 2 shows the results of the Commission's findings and compares them to the reported
annual smallpox incidence in Bangladesh.

Table 2 compares pockmark prevalence (per 10000) from the rapid survey carried
out by the International Commission with the more elaborate Bangladesh/WHO country-
wide pockmark survey referred to earlier. Both surveys defined pockmarks as " 5 or more
round depressed scars one or more millimetres in diameter". The survey by Hughes et al.c
was carefully designed, with a sampling frame that included all Bangladesh except the
Chittagong Hill tracts. Villages were chosen randomly and weighted for size. Cluster
sampling (which may cause errors in the estimation of a communicable disease incidence,
since the disease itself clusters) was chosen for logistic reasons. 465 892 people aged 0-19
years were examined by surveillance team members specially trained for pockmark reading,
and supervised by experienced epidemiologists.

a Report of the WHO International Commission for Certification of Smallpox Eradication from West Africa.
WHO unpublished document AFR/SMALLPOX/80.

b Report of the WHO International Commission for the Certification of Smallpox Eradication in Central
Africa. WHO unpublished document AFR/SMALLPOX/86.

C HUGHES, K. ET AL. Smallpox pock mark survey in Bangladesh, with an assessment of reporting efficiency.
WHO unpublished document WHO/SE/78.102.
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Table 2. Comparison between two pockmark
surveys, showing rates of prevalence of
pockmarks (per 1 0 000 people surveyed) by
year of smallpox onset

Survey 9 Survey 10
Year(1% counrywide (spot assessmentYear (1 %cysamplewide by the Internationalsample) Commission)

Pre-1971 93 83

1972 6 12

1973 5 8

1974 2 4

1975 1 8

1976 0 0

1977 0 0

Total
(all years) 107 115

35 -

30 -

25-

20

15

In spite of the different goals and 10 \
markedly different statistical inferential
power of these two surveys, both
produced similar pockmark prevalence 5
rates (107 vs 115 pockmarked faces per
10 000 persons screened), although the 0
data by year of onset did not correlate 1969 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77
so well. It is interesting to compare the Years WHO 78584
results of such a rapid pockmark survey Fig. 2. Bangladesh: comparison of the annual
against what might be considered a incidence of smallpox cases reported by health staff
reference standard, because future (histogram) with the results of the pockmark surveyconducted by the International Commission. Against
Commissions to China or the Middle each year is shown the percentage of cases during
East may be unable to examine a care- the period 1969-1977 that occurred in that year.
fully designed countrywide random
sample of the population, yet they will have the same data needs as the Bangladesh Commis-
sion. It is also important to note that, although the statistical value of casually conducted
surveys is always very limited, in the case ofboth Bangladesh and Burma, such relatively casual
surveys were considered important supporting evidence by the Commissions that certified
eradication in those countries.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A major lesson from the Burma Commission was that certification of eradication in
a country that has not reported smallpox for many years is a more complex procedure
than in countries where recent smallpox epidemics have made it necessary for the health
services to establish special eradication projects. In recently endemic countries, certification
of eradication becomes a form of programme evaluation, while in countries without a

AK, ....
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clearly visible current smallpox surveillance programme the assessment duties of the Com-
mission involve a wide range of activities.

Many Commissions have given a great deal of weight to facial pockmark surveys,
whether done by government staff or by Commission members. Surveys have ranged from
casual observations in single markets to elaborate studies with a carefully designed
sampling methodology. Most previous International Commissions have been satisfied
with a sample sufficiently large to detect enough old smallpox cases to give a reasonable
picture of transmission in the country and which, of course, revealed no disease more
recent than the last reported case. Such studies can be expected to provide important
supporting data for the International Commissions to visit China, Iran, Iraq, Syria, and
Thailand.

Countries that have not yet been certified should be encouraged to carry out their own
national pockmark surveys a before being visited by a Commission. Such surveys are
especially useful in countries where certification is being done more than 5 years after
the last known cases occurred. In all remaining uncertified countries, national surveys
should cover geographical areas that may not be accessible to the International Com-
mission during its visit. Adults, as well as children, should be included to estimate prevalence
rates by year of onset, which in turn give some historical evidence of the transmission
pattern in the country. The standard definition of pockmarks should be used.

In addition to such national surveys, International Commission members may desire
to do their own supplementary surveys, subject to limitations of time and manpower.
The experience of the Burma Commission indicates that such studies may play an important
role in the Commission's decisions.

In order to establish the scope of such pockmark surveys, a preliminary country visit
by WHO smallpox specialists is advisable. During such a visit, a methodology for assess-
ment may be prepared. The length of time required for such a visit is proportional to the
size of the country and the complexity of the assessment. In the case of China, such a visit
would be extremely useful in order to assemble records in a form most useful for the
Global Commission's visit. China has an unusual position regarding smallpox. No cases
have been detected since 1959, and it is understood that an outstanding health system
has been developed within the general context of which smallpox has been conquered.
The same WHO Expert Committee that established guidelines for worldwide eradication,
however, also commented specifically on China:

". . . it is most important to obtain detailed information regarding the smallpox situation in
continental China. China was reported free of smallpox following an intensive programme
more than 10 years ago, but confirmation of this fact is critical, particularly now that the
goal of eradication in other parts of the world is within reach."

The global certification of smallpox eradication may come as early as October 1979,
2 years after the last case of variola minor in Somalia. At that time, there will be a call
for worldwide cessation of vaccination, an action that will prevent needless vaccination
complications and will save hundreds of millions of dollars annually. It is important that
all other countries are certified before that date, since many health authorities will continue
to insist on vaccination until eradication is certified worldwide. Continued unnecessary

a Pockmark surveys are useful for areas where variola major or variola intermedia were prevalent, but would
not help in areas where variola minor was found. For the latter, a chickenpox survey with systematic scab specimen
collection might be considered as a substitute for the pockmark survey.
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vaccination deprives all countries of one of the major economic benefits from global
eradication. Each day's delay beyond the earliest date that global certification could be
announced consumes scarce health resources. Preparation should begin now for docu-
mentation, data collection, and pockmark surveys in those countries still requiring certifica-
tion.

RtSUME

Certification de 1'eradication de la variole

Au fur et a mesure que la variole disparaissait de regions geographiques determin6es,
des commissions internationales d'experts ont ete constituees sous l'egide de l'OMS pour
certifier son eradication. Or il s'agit maintenant d'affirmer, sur la base de constatations
suffisamment probantes d'un point de vue scientifique, que la maladie a completement
disparu de la surface de la terre. C'est en vue de franchir ce pas important que l'OMS a
convoque a Geneve en octobre 1977 une Consultation reunissant des experts de 15 pays.
Celle-ci a recommande la creation d'une Commission mondiale pour achever la tache en
certifiant l'eradication dans les pays non encore de-clares indemnes, et etabli les criteres
sur la base desquels pourrait etre certifiee l'eradication mondiale de la variole. II a etejuge
opportun, pour cette demie're etape, de fixer des criteres particulierement rigoureux, meme
et surtout a l'egard des pays oiu la variole a perdu son caractere de maladie endemique
depuis plusieurs annees.

Les huit commissions internationales precedemment constitu6es ont certifie l'eradication
dans les zones ou pays ci-apres: Ameriques (1973), Indonesie (1974), Afrique occidentale
(1976), Pakistan et Afghanistan (1976), Inde/N6pal/Bhoutan (1977), Afrique centrale
(1977), Birmanie (1977) et Bangladesh (1977), en appliquant les criteres suivants: 1) absence
de transmission pendant les deux dernieres annees et 2) existence d'un systeme de surveil-
lance efficace. Mais il est a craindre que l'application de ce dernier critere pose quelque
probleme dans les pays oiu l'eradication n'a pas encore et certifiee car, une fois la variole
eliminee grace a la vaccination, les autorites sanitaires nationales ne sont pas tres enclines
a mettre la surveillance au premier rang des priorites. La Consultation a decide de placer
un groupe de 19 pays entre les mains de commissions intemationales de certification
semblables aux precedentes, 5 autres devant faire l'objet de visites de la part de membres
de la Commission mondiale, de consultants et de fonctionnaires de l'OMS. I1 est tres
probable que les criteres qui seront appliques a l'egard de ces 5 pays s'inspireront de ceux
qui avaient e adoptes pour la Birmanie.

Grace a un systeme de protection sanitaire tres efficace et a une campagne de vaccination
precoce et prolongee (le pays a ete, en 1958, l'un des premiers a lancer une campagne
d'eradication), la Birmanie a enregistre son dernier cas de variole - importe- en 1969.
Cependant, l'existence d'une frontiere commune avec le Bangladesh a retarde la certification
de l'eradication jusqu'a ce que la maladie ait pu etre consideree comme eliminee de ce
dernier pays - encore que des criteres de certification differents aient ete appliques dans
les deux pays (au Bangladesh comme en Inde, un programme special de detection avait dui
etre institue). Pour controler 1'efficacite de la surveillance, la commission a tenu compte des
resultats qu'elle permettrait d'enregistrer quant a la repartition geographique d'autres
maladies endemiques - depistees jusque dans les derniers recoins du pays - et elle a pu
constater que les agents peripheriques n'avaient pas a etre convaincus de l'urgence de
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signaler tout cas de variole qui pourrait se produire. Le Gouvernement avait, de son cote,
lance une campagne pour la detection des cicatrices de la variole qui a couvert pres de deux
millions d'enfants de moins de 14 ans et dont les r6sultats ont permis de deduire qu'aucun
cas ne s'etait produit chez des enfants nes apres la notification du dernier cas constate.
Une enquete semblable, mais plus restreinte et couvrant aussi des adultes, a ete ensuite
menee par la commission; elle a montre que les cicatrices decelees provenaient pour la
plupart de cas remontanta la fin des annees 1950, ce qui recoupait le rapport du Gouverne-
ment. Comme, en outre, aucune des traces constatees ne pouvait resulter d'une atteinte
survenue apres la notification du dernier cas, on pouvait conclure a l'efficacite du systeme
de surveillance de la Birmanie. Un certain nombre d'enquetes analogues ont ete recemment
effectuees en Asie avec certaines variantes, soit par desepidemiologistes de l'OMS (numeros
1, 2, 4, 8, 11 et 12 du tableau 1, qui en indique les resultats), soit par des agents des services
de sante nationaux (numeros 3, 5, 6 et 9). La plus etendue, executee selon des methodes
statistiques rigoureuses, a ete menee en 1976 au Bangladesh oiu elle a porte sur 1% de
l'ensemble des foyers, et elle peut servir de base de reference pour ce type d'enquete.
De telles enquetes ont aussiete faites dans 15 pays d'Afrique occidentale et dans 9 pays
d'Afrique centrale. Celles qui sont entreprises par la commission internationale competente
sont beaucoup plus restreintes que celles entierement effectuees par les autorites sanitaires
nationales, qu'elles servent a corroborer (on peut ainsi rapprocher les deux enquetes
menees au Bangladesh qui figurent dans le tableau 1 sous les numeros 9 et 10, et le tableau 2
en fournit une comparaison plus detaillee). Les futures commissions internationales appelees
a operer en Chine et Thailande et au Moyen-Orient pourront s'inspirer de cette maniere de
faire.

Comme on a pu le constater, la certification de l'eradication est plus delicate dans un
pays ou aucun cas de variole n'a 6te signale depuis de nombreuses annees - et oiu la sur-
veillance de routine peut avoir ete negligee - que dans un pays d'endemicite recente oju
elle constitue une forme d'evaluation du programme de lutte. L'enquete sur les cicatrices
represente un precieux outil de travail pour les commissions sous ses deux formes
nationale et extensive, ou pratiquee par la commission sur un echantillon limite- et les
pays ou l'eradication n'a pas encore ete certifiee devraient etre encourages a proceder a des
enquRes de ce type portant sur une zone geographique aussi 'tendue que possible et
englobant des adultes aussi bien que des enfants. Il existe d'ailleurs une definition standard
des cicatrices de la variole. Des specialistes de l'OMS peuvent etre appeles a faire une visite
preliminaire au pays en cause en vue de mettre au point la methodologie de l'enquete. Ceci
serait particulierement utile dans le cas de la Chine (oui aucun cas n'a 6te depiste depuis
1959), prealablement a la visite de la Commission mondiale.

La certification mondiale de l'eradication de la variole pourrait intervenir, selon les
previsions, des octobre 1979- soit deux ans apres le dernier cas de variole mineure transmis
d'homme a homme, signale dans un foyer endemique en Somalie. Elle sera suivie d'un
appel a l'arret des vaccinations, mesure qui entrainera d'enormes economies.
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